Attendees 2015

Kris Anderson - University of Hawaii Libraries
Barb Butler - University of Oregon Libraries
Daria Carle - University of Alaska-Anchorage Libraries
Alissa Cherry - Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs Resource Centre
Sonja Kromann - NOAA, National Marine Mammal Laboratory Library
Kristen LaBonte - UC Santa Barbara Library
Debra Losey & Guest - NOAA, Southwest Fisheries Science Center Library
Nyle Monday & Guest - San Jose State University Library
Maureen Nolan - University of Washington Libraries
Joan Parker - Moss Bay Marine Laboratory
Louise Richards - University of Washington Libraries
Clara Salazar - NOAA, Northwest Fisheries Science Center Library
Jeanine Scaramozzino - California Polytechnic State University
Sally Taylor - University of British Columbia, Woodward Library
Brian Voss - NOAA Seattle Regional Library
Steve Watkins - CSU Monterey Bay Library
Joe Wible - Stanford University, Hopkins Marine Station
Marcia Croy-Vanwely & Guest - Retired, Fisheries Oceans Canada